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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
What will be the outcome if you set the kernel parameters
cphwd_nat_templates_enabled and cphwd_nat_templates_support?
A. This would enable Hide NAT support.
B. These are not valid parameters.
C. This would enable SecureXL NAT templates.
D. These parameters are mutually exclusive and cannot be used
at the same time.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Smithson Electronics is participating in a trade fair in the
next few months. The sales manager wants the booth information
to appear at the end of all sales documents. In Print Layout
Designer, what is the most suitable area for this information?
A. The page footer area
B. The repetitive area header
C. The end of the report area in the print layout
D. The repetitive area
Answer: C
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